
ALL IN ONE TECHNOLOGY

Photoelectric Glass Surface for Writing

Eye Protection
Nano Film able to filter harmful rays effectively blue

light and ultraviolet light; According to the external light,

the automatic induction and adjustment the brightness of the

screen can protect the vision of teachers and students.

Simulant flat surface, round-corner design, high-strength

tempered glass, water-proof, dust-proof and anti-hitting

Water Proof

Interactive LCD touchscreen panel with

bright, high-contrast and 4k UHD display.

4K UHD Touchscreen Display

Razr I-Blackboard with the embedded OPS computer

and dual systems allow any Windows 7, 8, 10

The surface photoelectric glass is vision friendly, processed

with anti-glare and high transmittance technology, supporting

multi-tools writing including chalk, liquid chalk and marker. 

It’s anti-smash, anti-scratch and water proof, safe for teachers

and students.

Build in system

  Integration of a capacitive LCD touchscreen panel,

writable photoelectric glass, an OPS computer with

Windows wireless microphone ,  speaker, wireless

camera and WiFi. Razr I-Blackboard has everything

for a multimedia classroom.

    Razr I-Blackboard provides a more scientific solution

to classrooms with a capacitive LCD touchscreen panel

and writable glass surface design. It empowers teachers

to be efficient and effective by the built-in software suite

and allows students to have an intuitive perception of

teaching contents. Besides Three-in-one model.

4 K
UHD



Specif ications

***All specifications are subjected to change without notice.
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